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About This Game

War Heroes: Invasion - Fascinating game in the Tower Defense genre, fight the
ruthless enemies.

Build defense, organize and be in command of your armies. Do not allow the defeating and capturing of the main base - this is
your main mission!

Choose the right strategy and learn about the special capabilities of your fortifications. Learn the strengths and weaknesses of
the enemies, so as not to give them any chance...

The attack will be carried out in three different modes.

The "Campaign" mode battles that are able to challenge even the most sophisticated strategist, test your endurance and foresight;
  The "Night" mode build your defense correctly and monitor closely the enemies in conditions of reduced visibility;

  The "Survival" mode is a powerful and shock wave in which the enemy will dictate his laws and conditions.

Be aware, in all modes your persistence will be tested!
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 15 types of the towers + their upgrades.
Each has its own fire potential and feature: Homing Missiles, Grenadiers, Anti-tank guns, Machine guns, Molotov
cocktails and everyone's favorite Flamethrower. All this will be yours!

More than 25 types of enemies:
Kamikaze, Tanks, Airplanes, Soldiers, Snipers and many other units with specific skills want to capture peaceful land.
Watch out!

3 Expendable Heroes:

Headhunter: "I shoot with an accuracy of 100%".
Miss Flawless: "Bazooka and gas fire - these are my favorite toys".

Steel Rider: "My tank is always with me, I'll crush everyone who gets in my way".
Use different skills and additional forces. Upgrade your Heroes. Defeat the enemy completely!

Additionally, at your disposal will be:
trenches, barricades, mini-guns, paratroopers, mines, air artillery, support of the sniper will add a drive and help to cope
up with the assigned tasks.

Many hours of gameplay with more than 60 achievements will completely engage you in a brutal and at the same time
colorful world.

Can you already see the fear in their eyes? Cast out the enemies from our land forever!
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Title: War Heroes: Invasion
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hammerson Games
Publisher:
Hammerson Games
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 512MB of video RAM.

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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it cute fun game easy to look for thing some time. Dont buy, no updates for months now and no replys. Good job on the game, it
plays well and has an interesting original story + multiple endings and i assume you will be adding to it hopefully (like some sort
of mapping system for finding your way back to the specific color door you just found the key for). I also like the dark and gory
theme behind it, not exactly scary but definitely dark and disturbing.. I bought this game when on sale with my wallet-money,
not expecting much based on reviews and its price... but oh boy, those non-existant expectations were completely drawn to the
negatives and real quick.

The story is so promising and I'd really love to play through the game just to know what happens but the gameplay is /so darn
painful/. There's a lot of going back and forth, the puzzles feel rather boring and the objects often do not seem to be aligned
with where to click (I've had some accidental finds by clicking somewhere that was visibly further away from the objects - and
sometimes when clicking the actual object nothing happens). And just the, how should I put it, the overall atmosphere is super
dull.

One thing seemed to pop up often in the reviews before I bought the game was how good objects are gone from your inventory
and then two steps ahead you'd need something like it again... I honestly don't mind it, that's kinda how things go in HOG-ville. I
just shrug my shoulders and move on.

Someday I'll probably grit my teeth and finish this, but today's not that day. I have to be really, really bored to put my hands
back on this.. Awesome DLC. Very nicely made with great little touches, details and overall package. Works perfectly in MP
and I like the fact that onlyone person needs to own the addon. I hope the expansion packs will also be released to extend the
playtime oppertunities.. Was good fun. Fun. Interesting. Challening. Frustrating. Satisfying. Everything you'd want in a puzzle
game. ;)

No tutorial, but you learn as you go.. Exodus From The Earth
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale
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Game is very boring and repetitive. Maybe good for a lan party while intoxicated. The game is also broken. I keep dying to my
own bombs. No charm. This BombTag is all bomb and no tag. All theft and no originality. BOOM. It's the counterfeit product
that everyone can tell is a counterfeit. I can appreciate the attempt but I can't accept it as worthful.. I can enter the game to start
up a space firm. Only to see it go bancrupt.
ha ha ha
WORST GAME EVER <3. Shows promise...
But the lack of a real tutorial and the ridiculous number of typos and grammatical errors make it hard to recommend, at least at
this point.. It's weird.
Very, very weird.
You wont know what the hell is happening, but the gameplay is fun, exciting and unique among TD games I've played\/
If you've gotten a little bored of LSD then this will probably overdose you.
Play it.. It's basically 3 hours of content, which consists of Richard Laruina attempting to boost his already massive ego by
awkwardly picking up super models, that are wayyyyy out of his league. It has a good meme value.. I love the saga, the
storytelling is fantastic and the atmosphere fascinating. The hints to the next chapter are nice and the characters pretty well
structured as usual, However this episode loses an important ingredient, which made Avernum a game so beloved by its fans: the
sensation of free roaming. Normally it's the player deciding in which direction going and how to proceed the story, which has
several main plots. This time instead the player is obliged to follow a single path, made by consecutive areas until the final one.
The torment difficulty is praticable until a certain point, which I don't reveal to avoid spoiling, but then you are practically
forced to switch to a lower difficulty not to be trapped in the middle of the game. In any case a must of those who followed the
full epopea, but in my opinion the worst chapter so far.. Okay, so this is something really special for me.

Crashday has always been one of the games from my childhood that have constantly had a place on my harddrive throughout all
the years and I played it at leats once a year, even if it was only to install some mods. I had tons of fantastic hours of gameplay
in this game and when I found out that it's going to be remastered, I nearly choked. I never expected this but I love the fact that
it happened!

About the game itself: Crashday is a game in which you race cars, fight with cars and do stunts with cars. Those are equipped
with a minigun and a rocket launcher (not usable in every mode/event). The vanilla game features 12 cars, all of which have
their own special capabilities, and a whole bunch of tracks/scenarios which are playable in seven game modes.

There's Wrecking Matches, which is basically the Vehicle deathmatch in which you fight other drivers and earn points for
kills/wrecks. This can be played in an FFA variant of in teams.

Then there's Death Matches, which is pretty much the same except for the fact that each player or team has to be first to reach a
specific amount of kills.

Last Man Standing should be quite self-explanatory, you fight other drivers to complete destruction, and the last car to stand
wins.

There's also Stunt Shows in which the player has to show tricks with his vehicle, e.g. jumps, barrel rolls, flips and general
destruction. The aim of this mode is to collect as many point through combos in a given time.

Races should not need to be explained, they work the same as in every other racing game (except for the gunplay, maybe).

Hold the Flag is a classic mods in which a player or a team has to capture a flag and keep it while driving through a set amount
of checkpoints. The first team to clear enough checkpoints wins and the flag can be taken away from another car by ramming it.

Pass the Bomb is a mode played in Death Match arenas where one player gets a bomb fixed to his car at the start of each round
which has a timer that runs out before it explodes. The bomb gets passed on to other cars by ramming them. Whoever had the
bomb last gets the most points each round, and the one who blows up gets nothing.

Bomb Runs are a kind of races in which every participant gets a bomb fixed to his car which will only go off if the car's speed
decreases below a certain point. The minimum required speed raises with each passed checkpoint of the race.
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At last, there's Test Drives, which simply let you roam around the maps on your own without any goal.

Another unique feature about this game is its detailed track editor, which lets the player choose from a huge variety of
environmental tiles and objects (expandable through the Steam workshop) and build a track, arena or scenario of their own. It's
easy to use and gives a lot of room for creativity.

The career mode is quite short, which I find to be a little sad as the game has potential to hold a much bigger number events, but
what's there is good, and should be challenging enough for most players.

The multiplayer mode offers everything that the single player mode offers aswell, except for the Test Drive mode, but as far as
I've been experiencing it, it's great fun, aswell with friends as in public lobbies.

In my opinion, Crashday is an underrated game with a lot of potential for modding and building and every fan of Racing games
should give it a try, especially if they love a good bit of destruction with it.. If you've played the game, you know it's soundtrack
is great. Definitely worth picking up if you've played.. Fun games of chance, witty characters, and an amusing story. Only good
for one play though.
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